Surah 41 Surah Haameem Sajdah

HAAMEEM SAJDAH

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH HAAMEEM SAJDAH AND SURAH MUMIN

Surah Mu’min explained that Only Allaah should be called upon when in need. Surah Haameem Sajdah goes on to explain the following matters. It is sometimes appears as if when people supplicate to their false gods or make offerings in their names, their difficulties are alleviated. They also sometimes see dreams that support their polytheistic beliefs e.g. they see their gods or saints telling them in a dream that their difficulty was not alleviated because they had not make a certain offering to them.

The response to this false belief is given in Surah Haameem Sajdah where Allaah dispels these occurrences as the doings of Shaytaan. Shaytaan afflicts a person with certain difficulties and releases his hold only when the person resorts to Shirk. Shaytaan instructs him about what to do by means of dreams. It is for this reason that Allaah instructs man in this Surah to remain steadfast on his belief in Towheed and to continue seeking forgiveness from Allaah.

Each of the Surahs beginning with the phrase 'HaaMeem' contain a response to a specific question and they all support the subject matter contained in the previous Surah.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The Surah contains the following:

* An introduction followed by encouragement.
* Five arguments to support the central theme.
* Each proof is followed by a warning pertaining to this world or to the Aakhirah.
* Four objections.
* Three doubts are clarified.
In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. HaMeem. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning of these letters.)

2. (This Qur’aan is) A revelation (guidance) from the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

3. (This Qur’aan is) A Book, the verses of which have been clearly explained as an Arabic Qur’aan, for a nation with knowledge (understanding).

4. (It is) A carrier (announcer) of good news (for the Mu’mineen) and a Warner (for the Kuffaar). However, (instead of listening to the warnings) most of them turn away (pay no heed) and do not listen. (They have no interest in accepting the truth.)

5. They (the Kuffaar) say (to the Ambiyaa and those who call them to Imaan), “Our hearts are veiled (covered) from what you call us towards (we do not understand you) and there are props in our ears. There is also a barrier between you and us, so do (as you please), we shall do (as we please).”

6. Say (to them, O Rasulullaah ﷺ), “(I cannot force you to accept because) I am just a human being like you. Revelation has been sent to me that your ilaah is only One. So remain devoted
to Him and seek forgiveness from Him. Destruction (Jahannam) be to the Mushrikeen...”

7. “...who do not pay zakaah and who disbelieve in the Aakhirah.”

8. “(On the other hand) There shall certainly be an everlasting reward (Jannah where rewards do not end) for those who have Imaan and who do righteous deeds.”

9. Say, “Do you people really disbelieve in and ascribe partners to the Being Who created the earth in two days? It is He Who is the Rabb of the universe.” (Lose can you not regard Him to be your Rabb when none other has powers similar to His?)

10. And (in addition to all this) Allaah has (also) placed (heavy) mountains on the surface of the earth, blessed the earth (so that it may produce food), and stipulated (ordained) the earth’s provisions (all this and the creation of the earth took place) in four complete days; (this is sufficient as a reply) for those who question (you about the creation of the earth).

11. Thereafter, Allaah turned (His attention) to the sky, which was smoke, and said to it, as well as to the earth, “Come to Us (submit to Us) willingly or unwillingly.” Both replied, “We shall come willingly.”

12. Within two days, Allaah then made them (the skies) into seven skies, and issued a suitable command to (the angels occupying) each sky. Allaah decorated (adorned) the sky of the world with lanterns (stars) and made them a means of protection (to be used to pelt the Shayateen who attempt to eavesdrop on the conversations of the angels). This is the decree of the Mighty, the Wise.
13. If they (the Kuffaar) turn away (from the truth), then say, “I warn you of a punishment like the punishment of the Aad and Thamud.”

14. When their Rusul came to them from the front of them and from behind them (in every manner they thought appropriate, saying), “Worship Allaah Only”, they replied, “If our Rabb wanted (to send a Rasool), he would have sent angels (as Rusul instead of humans). We therefore disbelieve in what you have been sent with (for you are a mere mortal).”

15. As for the Aad, they were arrogant (proud) on earth without reason, and said, “Who can be more powerful than us?” Did they not see that Allaah Who had created them is more powerful than them? They also rejected (denied) Our Aayaat (guidance).

16. So We sent a fierce (fearful) windstorm against them during the ill-fated days (the days of punishment, which lasted for seven nights and eight days), to make them taste (suffer) a humiliating punishment in this worldly life (before tasting the punishment of the Aakhirah). The punishment of the Aakhirah is even more humiliating (degrading), and they will never be assisted (aided).

17. As for the Thamud, We guided them (by sending Saalih to preach Tawheed to them), but they chose (spiritual) blindness instead of guidance. So, because of what they earned (their kufur and sins), a disastrous punishment seized them, which was extremely humiliating.

18. We rescued (from the punishment) those who had Imaan and who possessed Taqwa (those who were pious).
19. (Do not forget) The day when Allaah’s enemies will be gathered (and herded) towards the Fire (Jahannam) and (because of their large numbers, they will have to be) restrained (controlled so that order is maintained).

20. (This will continue) Until, when they arrive (come close to) there (Jahannam), their ears, eyes and skins will testify (against them) about what (actions) they did (in the world).

21. (When their skins begin to testify to the evil acts that they had witnessed them doing,) They will say to their skins (and to their other limbs that will testify against them), “Why do you testify (bear witness) against us (when we did these acts for your pleasure as well)?” They (their skins and other limbs) will reply, “Allaah, Who gives speech to everything has enabled us to speak. It was He Who created you the first time, and to Him is your return.” (How can we hide anything from such a Great Being? We have no option but to speak the truth.)

22. (Addressing these people on the Day of Qiyaamah, Allaah will say,) “You did not hide (your actions little imagining) that your ears, eyes and skins will testify against you (as you now see them doing), but (even worse than this,) you (foolishly) thought that Allaah is unaware of most of the things you do.”

23. “That was the perception (idea) that you held about your Rabb which has destroyed (doomed) you and made you among the losers (among the Kuffaar).”

24. Even if they exercise patience, (it will be useless to them because) the Fire shall (still) be their abode (final destination). And (their position will be so unfortunate that even) if they try to please Allaah (using whatever means they have), they will never be allowed to do so.
25. We have appointed companions (Shayateen) for them (the Kuffaar), who (are with them all the time and who) beautify (make appealing) for them their present and past (evil actions so that they continue sinning). The decision (to be punished) shall be passed against them, together with all the (Kuffaar) groups of man and Jinn that have passed before them. Verily, they are all losers.

26. Those who commit kufr say (to each other), “Do not listen to this Qur’aan, and (if it is still recited, then) make a noise (to disturb its recitation) so that you may be victorious (in putting an end to its recitation).”

27. So (especially because of such acts that are aimed at preventing others from Islaam) We shall definitely let the Kuffaar taste a severe (terrible) punishment, and We shall certainly punish them for the worst of actions (the sins) that they do.

28. This Fire (of Jahannam) shall be the punishment for Allaah’s enemies. They shall have an eternal abode (eternal place) there as punishment for rejecting (denying) Our Aayaat.

29. (When suffering punishment in Jahannam,) Those who commit kufr will say, “O our Rabb! Show us the two groups from the Jinn and humankind who misled us (to commit kufr in the world). We want to trample them beneath our feet so that they become of those who are most humiliated (among the lowest).”

30. Verily those who say, “Our Rabb is Allaah” and are then steadfast (on their Imaan and fulfill all its requisites), angels shall surely descend to them (when they are about to die, saying to them), “Neither have any fear (of the future) nor grief (over the past), and rejoice about the Jannah that you have been promised.”
31. “We are your friends in the life of this (present) world (always guiding you to do good), as well as in the Aakhirah (where we shall welcome you and see to your needs). There (in Jannah) you shall have whatever your heart desires, and you shall have whatever you ask for.”

32. “This is the hospitality from (generosity of) the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.”

33. Whose speech can be better than the one who calls (others) towards Allaah (by inviting them towards Islaam and good deeds), who (practices what he preaches when he also) performs righteous deeds, and (humbly) says, “I am from the Muslims (those who submit to Allaah).”

34. Good and evil cannot be equal. Resist (the evil harassment and insults of your enemies) with that which is best (by being kind and forgiving), and (when you do this, you will notice that) the one between yourself and whom there was enmity (your enemy) will instantly become like your bosom (intimate) friend.

35. Only the patient ones will be inspired with (doing) this (because every person cannot achieve it). Only the most fortunate will be inspired with this.

36. If any whisper (temptation to do evil) from Shaytaan has to reach you, then seek Allaah's protection. Undoubtedly, He is the All Hearing (will hear your plea), the All Knowing (knows exactly how to repel Shaytaan's influence).

37. From among Allaah's Aayaat (demonstrating Allaah's power) are the night, the day, the
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sun, and the moon. If you worship Allaah only, then do not prostrate to the sun, nor to the moon, but prostrate to Allaah Who has created them. (They are all His creation and therefore do not deserve to be worshiped.)

38. (However, despite hearing this,) If they (the Kuffaar) are arrogant (proud and refuse to accept), then (Allaah does not need their worship because) those (angels) who are close to your Rabb glorify Him day and night without becoming tired . (One who recite or hears this verse being recited should perform Sajdah.)

39. Also from His Aayaat (demonstrating His great powers) is that you see the earth bare (dead). Then, when We send rain upon it, it begins to stir (with life) and flourish (with vegetation). Verily, the One Who gives life to it (to the dead earth) is the One Who gives life to the dead (Who will resurrect people on the Day of Qiyaamah). Indeed, He has power over all things (can do anything).

40. Verily those who deviate from (distort, misinterpret and misrepresent) Our Aayaat are not hidden from Us. (We are Aware of what they do and will punish them for it.) Is the one whom We cast into the Fire better than the one who will arrive safely on the Day of Qiyaamah? Do as you please. Allaah is definitely Watching what you do. (Remember that you will be punished for your sins in the Aakhirah)

41. Indeed those who disbelieve in the Reminder (Qur’aan) when it came to them (would never have disbelieved if they had contemplated about it). (Had they contemplated about it, they would have realised that) Without doubt, the Qur’aan is a mighty (sublime) book.

42. No falsehood (dishonest) can approach (come near) it from the front or from the back (from any direction). It is a revelation from the Wise, Who is Most Worthy of praise. (The Qur’aan can therefore never be altered or corrupted in any way.)
43. (O Rasulullah) You are being told only what was already said to the Rusul before you (the Kuffaar therefore cannot accuse you of inventing new beliefs). Without doubt, your Rabb is One of immense forgiveness (and will forgive the Kuffaar if they repent and accept Islam), and (on the other hand, He is) also One Who can inflict painful punishment (on those who die as Kuffaar).

44. (The Mushrikeen of Makkah said that the Qur’aan would have been miraculous if all or part of it was in a non-Arabic language because Rasulullah did not know any language other than Arabic. In response to this, Allaah says:) If We had revealed (part or) the (entire) Qur’aan in a language other than Arabic, they (the Mushrikeen of Makkah) would have said, “Why are its verses not clearly expounded (in Arabic so that we could understand)? How can the scripture not be Arabic when the Prophet is an Arab?” Say, “It (the Qur’aan) is a (means of) guidance for those who have Imaan, as well as a cure (for spiritual and physical ailments). As for those who do not have Imaan, they have props in their ears and it (the Qur’aan) is a means of deviation for them (because they deviate further each time they reject another verse). These are people who are called from a distant place.” (Just as a person who is called from far off cannot hear the caller, these people are also unable to hear the message of truth.)

45. Verily We gave Moosa the Book (the Torah), concerning which disputes (differences) arose (between the Bani Isra’eel). If it were not for a decree proceeding from your Rabb (stipulating a fixed time for their punishment), a decision (for them to be punished) would have been given already. Undoubtedly, they are in great doubt about it (the coming of their punishment).

46. Whoever does a good deed, does so for his own benefit (because he will receive the reward for it), and whoever commits a sin, it will be to his own detriment (because he will suffer the punishment for it). Your Rabb never oppresses His bondsmen. (A person will therefore never be deprived of a reward due to him neither will he be punished for a sin he did not commit.)

47. The knowledge of (when) Qiyaamah (will occur) is referred to Him only (only Allaah knows when Qiyaamah will take place). In His knowledge is every fruit that emerges from its covering (sheath), every female that bears (a child), and every female that delivers (only Allaah knows the
qualities and future of the child). The (Day of Qiyaamah is the day when they (the Mushrikeen) will be asked (by Allaah), “Where are My partners (the partners you ascribed to Me)” (Call them to help you.) They will submit, “We declare (confess) to You that none of us can testify (that You have any partner. Today we have realised that our beliefs were wrong).”

48. Those (gods) that they used to call upon (worship) will be lost to them (unable to assist them) and they will be convinced (understand) that they have no escape.

49. Man never gets tired of praying for good (fortune, such as more wealth and progress in every field. This indicates his greed for the good things of this world). (Furthermore, man is also ungrateful to Allaah because) If adversity (hardships) has to afflict him, he completely loses all hope (as if Allaah had never given him any good fortune previously and will never give him any in future).

50. If We allow him to taste Our mercy (by granting him good fortune) after the adversity (hardships) that afflicted him, he will certainly say, “I deserved this (because of my own doing). I do not think that Qiyaamah will take place. If (Qiyaamah does take place and) I am ever returned to my Rabb, I shall definitely have the best by Him (something better than this without ever having to suffer).” So (on the Day of Qiyaamah) We shall certainly inform the Kuffaar of what (evil) they did (in the world), and We shall definitely make them taste a severe (harsh) punishment (because of their kufr and sins).

51. When We favour man (with blessings), he withdraws and turns away (from worshipping Us, whereas he ought to be thanking Us for what We have granted him). However, when hardship afflicts him, he (then turns to Us and) offers lengthy prayers (so that We may remove his hardship).

52. Say (to the Kuffaar), “Tell me. If this (Qur’aan) is really from Allaah and you reject it (without contemplating and deliberating), who will be further astray than the person who fiercely opposes (the teachings of the Qur’aan)?” (Therefore, do not be hasty to reject the Qur’aan without giving it a chance
to prove itself. Think and ponder over what you do because you stand to suffer tremendous loss if you reject the Qur’aan which comes to you from Allah.)

53. (Nevertheless,) We shall (still) soon show them Our Aayaat on the horizons (of the world) and within themselves, until it becomes clear to them that it (the Qur’aan) is certainly the truth. Is it not sufficient that your Rabb is Witness over everything? (His testimony that Rasulullah ﷺ is His Nabi and that the Qur’aan is His Word is sufficient even if the Kuffaar refuse to accept it.)

54. Behold! (The reason for their rejection is that) They doubt meeting their Rabb. Behold! He Encompasses everything. (He knows everything and will punish them for their wrong beliefs and evil actions.)